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ABSTRACT 

The performance and success of commercial banks depends upon the satisfaction of customers. In this competitive era, 
commercial banks have to strive hard for acquiring and retaining their customers. e-CRM which is the latest tool and perceived 
one of the important remedy for banking problems. It gives emphasis upon acquiring, retaining, maintaining and growing 
profitable customers.when the traditional concept of CRM seen in context of e-business, it translate into e-CRM, which 
essentially deals with managing customer over the web. The present paper provides important insight for e-CRM in leading 
commercial banks of India from its present and future growth prospects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Customer relationship management (CRM) has its roots in relationship marketing which supports the proposition that 
a firm can boost its profitability by establishing long term relationships with the customers. According to Shan and Lee 
Electronic Customer Relationship expands the traditional customer Relationship Management techniques by 
integrating technologies of new electronic channels such as web wireless and voice technologies and combines them 
with E-business application into the overall enterprise customer Relationship Management strategy. They further say 
“the ability to capture, integrate and distribute data gained at the organization’s web site throughout the enterprise”. 
The purpose of e-CRM is to serve the customers in better way, retain valuable customers and enhance analytical 
capabilities in an organization. It is supported by Hashan that by implementing e-CRM at the company all manual 
processes are removed. 

e-CRM (electronic customer relationship management) is considered as strategic technology centric relationship 
marketing business framework. According to Forester Research e-CRM is the consolidation of traditional CRM with e-
business market place applications. The purpose of electronic customer Relationship is to serve the customer in better 
way retain valuable customer and enhance analytical capabilities in an organization. 

The concept to Electronic Customer Relationship derived from Customer Relationship techniques. Shani and Chalasani 
define relationship marketing as “an integrated effort to identify, maintain, and build up a network with individual 
consumers and to continuously strengthen the network for mutual benefit of both sides, through interactive, 
individualized and value-added contacts over a period of time”. 

In today’s hyper competitive scenario, more than three quarters of the money and time spent by companies go towards 
acquiring and retaining customers. Customer-centricity has become the buzzword and the ones with clear and relentless 
focus on customers, enjoy a better competitive position According to Dyche (2001) e-CRM and operational e-CRM. 
Analytical CRM is a collection of customer’s data as a continuous process. The main purpose of this is to identify and 
understand customer need and to create new business opportunities by giving prior importance to the customer. 
Operational e-CRM means the diverse way of resembling the customer by web based email phone fax etc. 

The main aim of e-CRM system is to improve and provide better customer service develops a relationship and preserve 
valuable customer. 

2. Literature Review 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is still at the infancy stage. It is a concept that seeks to build long term 
relationships with customers. Through CRM initiatives it is expected to gain confidence and loyalty of the customer. 
The concept of CRM demands the sharing of customer combination management through the positioning, value added 
strategies and reward, which aimed at sharing with customer (Wayland and Cole, 1997). 
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Thus, the five best ways to keep customer coming back are: be reliable, be credible, be attractive, be responsive and be 
empathic (Leboeuf, 1987).  

Internet and e-business are accountable for e in the e-CRM. It is essentially about conveying increased value to 
customers and to do business through digital channels. Dramatically all business are becoming a part of whole 
business. At present new things are possible which are in need of new technologies and skills. (Friedlien, 2003).  

Dyche, (2001) described that e-CRM is combination or software, hardware, application and management commitment. 
e-CRM can be different types like operational, Analytical. Operational e-CRM is given importance to customer touch 
up points, which can have contacts with customers through telephones or letters or e-mails. Thus customer touch up 
points is something web bases e-mails, telephone, direct sales, fax etc. Analytical CRM is a collection of data and is 
viewed as a continuous process. It requires technology to process customer’s data. The main intention here would be to 
identity and understand customers demographics pattern of purchasing etc in order to create new business opportunities 
giving importance to customers.  

Vital and important key point is that e-CRM takes into different forms, relying on the objectives of the organizations. It 
is about arranging in a line business process with strategies of customers provided back up of software’s. (Rigby et at, 
2002). According to Rosen.K, (2000) e-CRM is about people, process and technology and these are key paramount to 
success.  

Traditional definition of e-CRM according to Stanton et al. (1994) is to include attitude for entire business. Like 
identifying and defining the prime goal to everyone in the organization and creating a sustainable competitive 
advantage. Their study explores how e-CRM enhances the traditional definition of marketing concepts and enabling the 
organizations to meet their internal marketing objectives. 

3. Current customer satisfaction of e-CRM in Indian Commercial Bank 
e-CRM is still in its initial stage of growth, there is no much literature  is available or much work done in this field, 
there is more research gap, but in our research paper we try to fill this gap by knowing the effectiveness of e-CRM in 
commercial bank with respect to use, implementation and application prospects. 

Internet has facilitated banking at the single click of the mouse. At present there are five functional categories for 
online banking sites – on line brochure centre, interactive bank, e-mails, calculations and cyber banks, which offer 
customers access to account information, inter-branch funds transfer and utility bill payments. Banks have tied up with 
various service providers in telecom and power sectors like MTNL, BSES and cellular service providers for allowing 
their customers to make fast and convenient bill payments online. In India, new private sector banks like ICICI Bank, 
HDFC Bank, Global Trust Bank and UTI Bank, have taken the lead in e-banking. 

e-CRM supports the multi-channel touch point and there should be consistency in customer experience. e-CRM create 
multiple channel strategy for successful CRM strategy in organization with the advancement of technology it provides 
opportunity to companies to have customer feedback. The technology makes it possible for agents, managers, partners 
and others user to maintain a single view of the customer and gain organization information immediately. 

4. e-CRM Techniques used by Commercial Bank 
 Banks modern technology can develop innovative customer solutions to attain growth and profitability within the 
framework of sound risk-management practices. Techno-savvy banks are tapping into online services to initiate a new 
era in relationship management to create one to one relationships as well as one to many relationships to enhance their 
competitive advantage. 

Recent developments in critical areas of IT, have changed the way banks are managing their customer relationships. 
The following are some of the latest e-CRM techniques used by banks in offering new products and services to its 
customers: 

 ATM 
 Internet Banking 
 Computer networking 
 Smart cards 
 Decision Support System 
 Mobile banking 
 E-mail 
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5. Future trends in e-CRM  
McKinsey survey reveals that the global market for IT-enabled services would be $140 billion by 2008, of which $17 
billion could belongs to India. Out of this, India has about $450 millions e-CRM market. To take advantage of this 
growing market, global giants like PeopleSoft, SAP, Baan, Nortel, Talisma Corporation, Oracle Corp., Pivotal, and 
Siebel Systems are planning to invest in India so as to provide e-CRM software and services to Indian companies 
including banks. This will facilitate the e-CRM in Indian banks. On account of factors such as rise in the depositor base 
of banks and an increasing tendency among the new generation banks to diversify into web-enabled services, the 
number of net bank registrations has sky-rocketed. World-wide trend shows that net banking is perceived as a 
convenient and fast way of doing banking business and is fast gaining grounds. In Australia, the banks that do not 
provide net banking facility and do not share information over the net are considered ‘dead ducks’. In spite of all these 
advantages, IT-enabled banking is subject to severe constraints and limitations. Firstly, the use of web banking by 
customers has been by and large limited to balance enquiries and making utility bill payments. Secondly, for online 
banking to reach a critical mark; we need requisite infrastructure in terms of availability of personal computers, 
adequate bandwidth and uninterrupted power supply, which presently is lacking in India. Thirdly, the awareness about 
the online banking even among the upper echelons of society is very poor. 

Lastly people are insecure about the security offered by online banking. Hackers have managed to crack into even the 
Pentagon and NASA web servers, besides a host of other high security sites. Once these issues relating to infrastructure 
and security are resolved IT-related services will get a big boost in Indian Banks. Indian government, being aware of 
the problems relating to e-transaction has already passed a bill on IT on May 17, 2000. The bill involves legal 
provisions relating to piracy, defamation, advertising, taxation, digital signatures, copyrights and trade secrets in the 
cyber-world. The bill intends to facilitate e-business by removing legal uncertainties created by new technologies. 

6. Steps in e-CRM Success 
Many factors play a vital role in ensuring that the implementation of any level of e-CRM is successfully. One most 
effective way it could be measured by the ability for the system to add value to the existing business. There are four 
suggested implementation steps that affect the viability of a project like this: 

 Developing customer-centric strategies 
 Redesigning workflow management systems 
 Re-engineering work processes 
 Supporting with the right technologies 

 
7. Benefits of e-CRM Marketing  
The numerous studies carried out in USA reveals that transacting through internet is much more economical than other 
available channels. In net banking the financial statement can be viewed, printed or downloaded in any format for ease 
of analysis. Thus internet is a service delivery channel shifts the control of transactions from the bank staff to the 
customer. Net banking clients find better information through websites than from the less knowledgeable and non co-
operative banking staff. The benefits of having an e-CRM solution implementation are many that we classify them into 
four classifications. 

 General Benefits of E-CRM 
 Specific Benefits of E-CRM 
 e-CRM benefits to customers 
 Competitive advantages of E-CRM 

7.1 General Benefits of e-CRM: to create long-term relationship with customers with minimum cost, Reduce the 
customer defection rate, Increase the profitability from low-profit customers and Focuses on high-value customers. 
It will result is increasing loyalty among the customers. 

7.2 Specific Benefits of e-CRM: e-CRM is enhanced Customer Interaction and Relationship, Managing customer 
Touch Points, Personalization and E-Loyalty and Source of Competitive Advantage. 

7.3 e-CRM Benefits to Customers: Computers, information technology, and networking are fast replacing labor-
intensive business activities across industries and in government. Since the early 1990s, the computer, the Internet 
and information technology have been merged to become a viable substitute for labour and paper intensive banking 
processes between and across commercial banks. This has been seen in the widespread use of the ATM, credit 
cards, debit cards, smart cards, and lending through e-CRM via the Internet. This type of computer-based bank-to-
bank, bank to consumer and consumer-to consumer transactional and informational exchange has been referred to 
as Electronic Commerce (EC), (Awad, 2000). There are five benefits for banks in implementing CRM: 
Relationship with customer (Eddine.B, 2007), Using e-mail for business communication(Awad, 2000), 
Personalized services or one to one services(Yu-Lin,2005), Establishing a Web site to market products or services 
(Haverty, 1998), Transaction Security (Reddy, 2007). 
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7.4 e-CRM Benefits to Customers: Bank customers expect that the banks offered them not only desired service but 
also adequate services. By implementation of E-CRM, customers gain benefits such as: Customer interaction and 
satisfaction(Reddy, 2007), Convenience (Reddy, 2007), Speed of processing the transaction through e-Response 
(Singh, 2002), Trust(Reddy, 2007) and Service quality (Reddy, 2007). 

7.5 Competitive advantages of e-CRM: By implementing successful and correct e-CRM, the digital loyalty cycle 
which becomes lasting competitive advantage is enhanced. When an organization uses e-CRM technology and 
redesigns its business process to acquire customers and to retain them, it makes strength in the areas of customers 
purchase decisions which consist of pricing, quality of the product, marketing, sales and customer service. It 
creates more digital loyalty cycle (Anon, 2001). By using E-CRM, customer centric companies are using customer 
information to manage pricing and marketing decisions in real time in better way. (A.Kennedy, 2006) The 
customer related aspects are very important in implementing E-CRM which motivates the organizations to increase 
their customers’ interactivity for gaining more competitive advantages such as: Marketing and Strategic Factors, 
Corporate Culture, Change Management of Sales Force, Customer Interactivity and Knowledge, Technological 
Readiness, Business Structure. 

Thus a better level of customer control that translates into customer satisfaction is the most critical advantage of e-CRM 
in commercial banks. 

8. Conclusions 
Commercial banks ensure and have taken enough measure to see that the latest and updated information is available 
through their websites. Websites has become new and effective means of communication with customers with the 
implementation of e-CRM and latest technologies, banks ensures full security for the transaction process by their 
clients. 

All the commercial banks private  as well as public sectors maintained good relationship with customer due to the 
usage of e-CRM by mainly providing product and services according to the need of customers. Commercial banks using 
e-mail, sms etc to communicate with customer’s .e-CRM strategy must cover all the market segments such as retail 
customer, corporate sector, trade and agriculture for their banking requirements. Commercial banks must build their 
brand image in assuring customers about the safety of their money and security of transaction through net. Moreover, e-
CRM based on internet will seem to be a wrong strategy for commercial banks in India. Customer cannot rely upon 
internet banking for social interaction. People preferred to visit their traditional brick and mortar branches. 

Commercial banks in India are on the learning curve of e-CRM and trying to meet the latent need of customer. The 
bank must adopt e-CRM customer centric approach.  As online or internet banking become more widely accepted by 
customers, but click and brick seems to be right model for the success of India commercial banks. The success of e-
CRM depends upon the development of robust and flexible infrastructure. 
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